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The app looks like an offline Excel. Its easy to use, easy-to-learn.
And at the same time it's powerful.It's all about sport, fitness, gym.

However, unlike Excel it has many features which are available
from day one, some may take a while to learn Key features: *
Manage members and records, have multilanguage support *
Track: - Recalls, - Payed Member, - Members Weight, - etc. *

Buying: - Manage Stock, - Set prices, - Auto generation of
membership card, - Linking members with Card, - etc. * Reporting:
- Member, - Day, - Month, - Year. - Other * Import/Export: - CSV, -

Excel, - KML, - HTML, - PDF. * Data security: - Store members login,
password, ID number etc, - Create and use own passwords, - etc. *
Saved reports: - Any report format, - Multiple file types, - Export in

PDF, - etc * Google Tool: - Search engine. * Online Help * Very
small size (suitable for mobile) Fitorg Review: Fitorg has been

developed by a small company that's runing since 2002 and now
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it's an independent company which means that it's constantly
updated and develops new features. This tool has a lot of rich

features which are not available in most of other programs, it's a
perfect fit for those companies which wants to manage their
business in a easy, fast, safe way. The only problem with this

program is the cost, but this tool is a must to have for all of your
business needs. mhx @ 2013-05-16 10:42:28 Fitorg, to be honest,
is not a program. It is a bunch of functions. You have to do all that
yourself. Neither the client is told what he has to do (to get a new

membership, for example). There is a great notion that it is an app,
but that is not true. It is a replacement of MS Access. I tried to like

it, but couldn't. vady @ 2013-05-18 21:52:51 Good Prasanth jolly @
2013-06-02 18
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Fitorg Torrent Download is a reliable application that allows you to
easily manage your fitness club or gym business. The tool allows

you to manage both the customers list, as well as the product
inventory at the same time. Neat looking interface, database
support Fitorg Torrent Download features a small, simplistic
interface that allows you to access secondary menus and

customize the number of subscription cards, database, receipts,
payments or reports. The main window also includes a simple, yet
powerful searching engine, which allows you to find products by
barcodes or customers by their ID number. The databases can
easily be modified, by adding entries, editing existing items or
removing them with a few mouse clicks. The database usage

resembles the Microsoft Access, meaning modifying the entries can
be accomplished on the spot, with one or two mouse clicks. The

program can automatically update the database at the end of each
day and thus avoid data loss. Network support and additional

functions Fitorg features the client-server system, which allows you
to use it in a network and remotely modify the entries. It can be
installed on any computer in a local network and grant access to

other users. The application is protected against unauthorized use
and you need to log in to access the information, using a username
plus password. The program enables you to monitor the products
inventory and easily manage. You may add ID numbers to each

product, as well as specify its price, then create payment slips for
your customers. The application can also generate reports on
customers, charts, birthdays and sales. Suitable tool for your

business Fitorg can come in handy for any business manager who
runs a gym, sports, fitness club or health center. The program

features several automatic functions such as fill in the tables after
each payment or generate the daily reports. You can export the

data to local files as Access databases, Excel worksheets, in HTML
or PDF format. Publisher Description Fitorg Description: Fitorg is a
reliable application that allows you to easily manage your fitness

club or gym business. The tool allows you to manage both the
customers list, as well as the product inventory at the same time.
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Neat looking interface, database support Fitorg features a small,
simplistic interface that allows you to access secondary menus and

customize the number of subscription cards, database, receipts,
payments or reports. The main window also includes a simple, yet
powerful searching engine, which allows you to find products by

barcodes or customers by their ID number. The databases
b7e8fdf5c8
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Neat looking interface, database support Fitorg features a small,
simplistic interface that allows you to access secondary menus and
customize the number of subscription cards, database, receipts,
payments or reports. The main window also includes a simple, yet
powerful searching engine, which allows you to find products by
barcodes or customers by their ID number. The databases can
easily be modified, by adding entries, editing existing items or
removing them with a few mouse clicks. The database usage
resembles the Microsoft Access, meaning modifying the entries can
be accomplished on the spot, with one or two mouse clicks. The
program can automatically update the database at the end of each
day and thus avoid data loss. Network support and additional
functions Fitorg features the client-server system, which allows you
to use it in a network and remotely modify the entries. It can be
installed on any computer in a local network and grant access to
other users. The application is protected against unauthorized use
and you need to log in to access the information, using a username
plus password. The program enables you to monitor the products
inventory and easily manage. You may add ID numbers to each
product, as well as specify its price, then create payment slips for
your customers. The application can also generate reports on
customers, charts, birthdays and sales. Suitable tool for your
business Fitorg can come in handy for any business manager who
runs a gym, sports, fitness club or health center. The program
features several automatic functions such as fill in the tables after
each payment or generate the daily reports. You can export the
data to local files as Access databases, Excel worksheets, in HTML
or PDF format. System Requirements · Windows XP and above ·
520 MB of RAM · 2 GB free hard disk space · 40 MB of disk space If
you are interested in Fitorg, you can find all the details on the
following page: Fitorg is a reliable application that allows you to
easily manage your fitness club or gym business. The tool allows
you to manage both the customers list, as well as the product
inventory at the same time. Neat looking interface, database
support Fitorg features a small, simplistic interface that allows you
to access secondary menus and customize the number of
subscription cards, database, receipts, payments or reports. The
main window also includes a simple, yet powerful

What's New in the?

To get the best access to your fitness club or gym software, you
need to find the best program for your business. If you do it
correctly, you can provide more time to spend with your family and
reduce your work load considerably. After many successful years of
work, the developers of Fitorg finally created a solution for
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someone who is looking to enter the gym market. Fitorg (also
known as Gym Manager) is the perfect solution that will make your
work easier, provide more time for you and your family and save
you from all the stress that the new gym business can cause. Not
only does it have everything you need to manage your new
business, it is also able to help you manage your current gym.
fitorg key features 1. Stores product information. It is the easiest
and quickest way to store products’ information in a database. You
can add product information such as name, price, description,
barcode, category, and image and link to any other database, such
as Google, Yahoo, Microsoft and any other online databases. 2.
Uses a graphical interface. The interface is very simple with a clean
and clear interface. You do not have to worry about any technical
error since it runs in the background for you. 3. Allows you to add
and modify data. The software can easily modify the data by
adding new entry, editing or deleting the existing entries. 4. Has
automatic backup functions. The program will backup all the data
saved in the database on a daily basis. 5. Has filtering and
searching features. The program has a search engine that lets you
search for items by barcode, name or description. 6. Provides
detailed reports. The program can generate detailed reports on
members, product, membership fees, transactions, expenses and
other data for you to see and keep track of. 7. Helps in properly
entering data. You can enter information of customer, product and
membership easily and accurately. You don’t have to do any
manual work since Fitorg can do it for you automatically. 8. Has
auto updates. The software can update the database at the end of
each day automatically. 9. Generates B2C and B2B transactions.
Not only can you enter sales but also run a membership fee
database. It provides B2C and B2B transactions for you to manage.
10.
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System Requirements For Fitorg:

Mac OS X: 10.11 or later Windows 10 or Windows 8.1 Internet
browser with JavaScript support Minimum system requirements:
OS: Windows XP or Windows Vista Processor: Intel Pentium III with
1.6 GHz processor or equivalent RAM: 256 MB Hard disk: 500 MB
Screen resolution: 1024 x 768 Additional system requirements:
Broadband Internet connection DVI or VGA graphics card Additional
web browser: Internet
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